09/11/2023
CLASS Curriculum Meeting

Present: Inés Thiebaut, Linda Ivey, Monique Manopoulos,
Absent: Shubha Kashinath, Mary Kendall, John Bunce
Guests: Michelle Rippy, Chair, CRJ; Sarah Taylor, Chair, SW; Michael Lee, Chair, AGES (for GLST)

Called to order 12:05pm
No quorum. Informal discussion with guests

I.  I. Dean’s Report
   A. Welcome!
   B. Note upcoming A1-3 recertifications = @ 4 courses. However, more courses may be pitching the A3. A3 may or may not be required to carry 2nd comp. In the meantime, PHIL is adding 2nd comp, and others may join.
   C. COMM, ART, POLS among those depts that have hinted at revision this term. Among those may also be SOC which has (about a million) curriculog proposals coming.

II. Chair’s Report
   A. Introduction to procedures.

III. Proposals informally discussed today:
   A. Bachelor of Social Work
      1. Sarah Taylor discussed the “fast track” nature of the BSW proposal, as part of a large external grant. Chair Theibold will make this first at the next meeting, and ask the committee to be prepared to discuss for approval.
   B. CRJ Self Support Certificate
      1. Chair noted that the courses were in curriculog but that there was no overall program application. Michelle Rippy noted that it went through Continuing Ed, and that perhaps there was a miscommunication as to how this worked with curriculog. Chair Rippy will follow up with CE.
   C. GLST - 102 - Global Issues (GEOC) – Michael Lee was here for questions. The proposal is for one course, adding a SJ overlay.

Adjourned 1:03pm.